
Canister flush  
valve seal

GP1059291

Canister (Single-Flush) Toilets

Fill valve 
(red cap)
GP1083167

If you have a single-flush canister toilet, you will not see a flapper in the 
tank but a cylinder-shaped flush valve. These toilets do not use a flapper, 
but a seal. If your toilet is leaking water into the bowl, the seal needs 
to be replaced, not the flush valve.  

All other canister 
toilet fill valves 
GP1138930

Canister toilets will have

triangle gasket kit GP51487

or DryLock™ gaskets

If your fill valve has  
a red cap, use 

GP1018165-F
(3" gasket)

1024390 
(bolts)

If not,  
use 

1112256
(2" gasket)

1024390 
(bolts)

For detailed parts listings, see pages 12-17.

Part numbers are  
imprinted on the  
underside of the  
tank lid.

Toilet number is  
imprinted on the  
inside back of tank.
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For detailed parts listings, see pages 42-43.
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3¼-Inch-Flapper, One-Piece Toilets

GP1039444 – Cimarron® and Memoirs® 
one-piece toilets with 3¼" flapper

GP1067183 – Gabrielle™ one-piece 
toilet with 3¼" flapper

GP1060740 – Portrait® one-piece 
toilet with 3¼" flapper

Flappers

Fill valve  
(red cap)
GP1083167

Part numbers are  
imprinted on the  
underside of the  
tank lid.

Toilet number is  
imprinted on the  
inside back of tank.

Toilets that have a 3¼-inch flapper are Class Five® toilets. 
All Class Five toilets use fill valve GP1083167.



For detailed parts listings, see pages 42-45.
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Flapper

Part numbers are  
imprinted on the  
underside of the  
tank lid.

Toilet number is  
imprinted on the  
inside back of tank.

3¼-Inch-Flapper, Two-Piece Toilets

GP1078441 – Used in various two-piece toilets 
with Class Five® technology

(Replaces 1016546, 1042313)

Toilets that have a 3¼-inch flapper are Class Five® toilets. 
All Class Five toilets use fill valve GP1083167.

Fill valve 
(red cap)
GP1083167

DryLock™ system gasket

GP1018165-F
(3" gasket)

1024390 
(bolts)
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Discontinued
Flush Valve

Discontinued
Fill Valve Tank Gasket Flush Ball/FlapperFlush ValveFloat/Fill Valve Discontinued

Flush Ball/Flapper

KOHLER® Genuine Parts

Note: Part numbers that have a “GP” prefix refer to a blister package.
For example, GP1059291 is the same part as previous part number 1059291 but in a blister package.

Canister (Single-Flush) One-Piece Toilets
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